
2/22/78 Dear Nancy, 

When eil has a chance to do some copying she will be copying some page: of ex. session transcripts we have obtained to replace pages from which names have been removed. I'll be enclosing them. 

This reminds me that I've been intending to write you with a suggestion - that you make an FOIA request of the FBI. 
There were news accounts of the FBI having the transcript of the session of ,,//fl/g% 1/22/64. From all we know this should have been iMposeible because we were told that the stenotypist's tape was transcribed for me under FOIA, that it had never been transcribed before. Indeed, the court reporting records, which I've had for about a decade, confirm this - no write-up are its words. So how did the FBI have a non-existing trans-cript? 

There appear to me to be but two possibilities: they made an under-the-table deal, with the court reporter, which would have been possible under a couple of conditions only, or they had the place bugged. 
If the Commission confiscated the stenotypist's tape immediately' they the court reporting firm had nothing from which to make a transcript - unless it also taped, which when I had experience- very ontensive experience-with that firm it did not do. If it was an afterthought kW to confiscate the notes then transcribing them would have been possible. 

And the FBI wouldhave known through its atoolies, Ford. 
I suggest that you write a letter line this, addressed FBI Headquarters, Wash., D.C. 20535: 

I an a college student writing a thesis on aspects of the work of the Warren Commission. News accounts report that the-FBI had a transcript of the Warren Commission executive session of January 22, 1964. 
This is my request under FOIA for a copy of that transcript and of all astaxpimentxx records related to it and to its content. 
Be sure to say FOIA request on the envelope and on the letter itself. It saves time. And their regulations ask for it. 

Please send Jim or me a copy. 
This can be of help to use in out suit for the transcripts, the.missing ones. Jim filed the appeals brief Tuesday but there will be more briefing and there will be oral arguments. 

I can't do this because they'hl tell me that among those 60,000 pages I. already have are all they have. That would get me nowhere. 
Sloane also watch for me and I strongly suggest for yourself for all accounts of the Epstein book. This is relevant to the transcripts because of the basis for the deniadis of the past and of the denials of those of 1/21 and 6/23. In 6/23 there is "osenko. They claimed that he could even get killed if they let the trqanscript out. If you want their Briefing on this let me know. Meanwhile, they have made him availabelt to Epstein. I knew this without Epstein's name more than a year ago, from a reporter. And if you look at Barron's book KGB you'll find out that just about all the defectors were made available to him, including Nosenko. Who walked into his office with his bare face hanging out. 
I believe you asked me about Nosenko before, in the sense of the current line about him. I do not credit this line, never did and believe the exact opposite. The spookeries just don't work that way. More, at the time of Nosenko's defection there was no need for thhe Russians to make the effort attributed to them in the defection. And if you read in Barron the damage Nosenko did you'll see it was an unnecessary and very Ugh price-for nothing. Best to you both and apologies for the errors, 



Dear Paul, fancy is a doctoral candidate. Some time ago I interested her in doing her 
thesis on the ex. sees's. Eamily problems delayed her. She came down the day of the 
hearing at which I got the 60,000 pp. She stayed for a while and left with a copy of all 
the transcripts I had and whatever else she wanted from my files. She is quite intelligent. 
Her family appears to b well connected, including to the ean who in those days was State 
general counsel. "woes escapes me at the moment. If you think of anything relevant to 
the ex. sees. that she could ask him, let me know. 

If you see any Epeteink stories and later have access to any tapes of any appearances 
please let me know. I think he'll unbag some cats. I think he has but I've not had 
access to such things as the Aew York Magazine piece. 

If the AID lets you know anything about the FBI's obtaining the 1/22 transcript 
please let Jim or me know as soon as you can. These records can have enormous impact on 
the appeals court and all FOIL-FBI aad CIA litigation. I've not been able to obtain the 
citations from any reporter who has looked at the records. 

The House assassins are hearing J.B.Stone: and Fields in executive session on 3/8 
and Jerry may on 3/22. Jerry will be accompanied by his laeyer, nark Lane. 

HW 2/22/78 


